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Abstract

Neutrons have been used in the past to measure Compton profiles of atomic motion. Recently it was found that

similar information can be obtained using electron scattering experiments. In particular formvar and polyethylene were

studied using both techniques, thus considerably extending the first results reported recently [C.A. Chatzidimitriou-

Dreismann et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 (2003) 57403]. In this paper we review the underlying theoretical framework

and compare the experimental realization of both techniques. The various steps required to analyze the data are out-

lined. Both in the neutron and electron experiments we found anomalous low intensities of the hydrogen contribution

to the spectrum.
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1. Introduction

Scattering experiments are one of the main tools

in physics to study the structure of matter. In these

experiments an incoming particle interacts with the
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target and transfers a certain amount of energy �hx
and momentum �hq to the target. For condensed
matter scattering experiments at small momentum

transfer, the intensity originating from different

atoms adds coherently and one obtains diffraction.

At high momentum transfer (qa � 1, where a is

the interatomic separation) the incoming particle
interacts incoherently with the sample and scatters

from an individual atom.
ed.
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Electron scattering at high momentum transfer

was studied by Boersch et al. [1] as early as 1967.

In this work the authors established that the en-

ergy loss of fast (20–40 keV) electrons scattered

quasi-elastically over large angles was equal to
ð�hqÞ2=2M i.e. consistent with the electrons trans-

ferring momentum to a single atom (with mass

M), rather than the whole crystal. Besides this

small energy loss, also a broadening of the energy

distribution was observed. Unfortunately it was

not realized that this broadening of the quasi-elas-

tic peak could be seen as the Compton profile of

the momentum distribution of the scattering atom
in its ground state. Especially for carbon the quasi-

elastic peak width was much larger than expected

from the energy resolution alone. This width was

interpreted correctly in terms of Doppler broaden-

ing, but instead of comparing it to the quantum-

mechanical zero point motion of the nuclei, they

assumed simply that each atom had a kinetic en-

ergy of 3kT/2. In this way Boersch et al. derived
a sample temperature of up to 1600 K. This

surprisingly high temperature was attributed to

electron beam heating. Some recent work [2] on

quasi-elastic scattering of keV electrons still uses

the same arguments as in the original paper by

Boersch et al.

In contrast scattering experiments using neu-

trons were designed to measure the ground state
momentum distributions of quantum systems. As

early as 1966 Hohenberg and Platzman [3] pro-

posed to study the momentum distributions in

superfluid 4He mixtures in scattering experiments

using neutrons with energies around 1 eV. For

more strongly bound systems, such as crystals,

more energetic neutrons (i.e. larger momentum

transfer) are required. The first neutron Compton
scattering from solids was realized by Rauh and

Watanabe [4] in 1984, and this technique has since

been used for a series of studies over the last 20

years [5].

First a remark about the nomenclature. Within

neutron research the neutron Compton experi-

ments are referred to as deep inelastic scattering.

In elastic neutron scattering (e.g. diffraction from
a crystal) momentum is transferred to the target

as a whole, and hence the energy of the outgoing

neutron is the same as that of the incoming neu-
tron. In deep inelastic scattering the incoming

neutron interacts with a single atom within the

target, and hence transfers both energy and

momentum. The energy of the outgoing neutron

is thus reduced, hence the name (deep-) inelastic
scattering.

In the field of electron scattering this type of

experiments are usually called elastic scattering

experiments. The scattered electron interacts with

only a single nucleus and one can consider the col-

lision in the center-of-mass frame of this electron-

nucleus system. In this system the kinetic energy of

the electron does not change, hence the scattering
is called �elastic�. Due to the small mass of the elec-
tron the difference between the center-of-mass sys-

tem and laboratory system is small and the energy

loss in the laboratory frame is usually negligibly

small. Within the field of electron scattering the

term �inelastic scattering� refers to collisions in

which the target electronic system is left in an

excited state. Thus, in spite of the fact that the
nomenclature suggests that the electron and neu-

tron scattering processes are fundamentally differ-

ent in nature, they are very similar indeed. For

clarity we will use the term quasi-elastic scattering

for electrons deflected from an ion core with

noticeable energy loss.

As the energy transfer depends on the atomic

mass one can separate the contribution of neu-
trons scattered from protons from the contribu-

tion of neutrons scattered from heavier elements.

For many materials that contain hydrogen (water

[6], metal hydrides [7,8], polymers [9], amphiphilic

materials [10]) persistent anomalies were found

when relating the observed peak areas with predic-

tions based on neutron scattering theory. It was

suggested that short-lived quantum entanglement
of protons was the cause of these discrepancies [6].

In a transmission electron scattering experiment

on formvar (formvar is a trade name for polyvinyl

formal, a polymer with monomer unit C8O2H14) it

was shown that electron scattering can measure

the Compton profiles of the nuclear motion in a

similar way as neutron scattering does [11]. Again

the contributions from protons could be separated
from that of heavier elements. Surprisingly the

electron experiment showed again a deviations of

the measured hydrogen intensity from the conven-
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tionally expected one. Thus it is unlikely that the

anomaly can be explained as an experimental arti-

fact due to the completely different realization of

the neutrons and electrons experiment. Also expla-

nations based on specific properties of the scatter-
ing process are severely restricted as the nature of

projectile-target interaction is completely different

(the (long-range) Coulomb interaction for elec-

trons and the (short-range) strong interaction for

neutrons). The present combined study by electron

scattering and neutron scattering aims to establish

more firmly the fact that both techniques measure

essentially the same quantity. Here we present data
from formvar and polyethylene films studied both

by neutron and electron scattering. Some of the

experimental results and the implications of the

formvar data for proton entanglement were dis-

cussed in a separate letter [12].

The anomalous neutron scattering experiments

are currently hotly debated, see for example [13–

19]. It is not the aim of this paper to explain the
anomaly. Rather we want to establish the similar-

ities and differences between the electron and

neutron scattering experiments, and establish

which parameters, used in models describing these

experiments, differ (e.g. scattering time, coherence

length). An understanding of the physics of both

scattering experiments may help in designing tests

that can differentiate between different models.
Hence the paper is organized in the following

way. We first review the electron and neutron scat-

tering experiments within the same theoretical

framework. We then describe the completely dif-

ferent experimental realization of both techniques,

discuss the influence of multiple scattering, and

present the results for two different polymers:

formvar and polyethylene. Finally we investigate
the effects of radiation damage for the electron

scattering case.
2. Theory

The theoretical foundation of this type of scat-

tering experiments was established by Van Hove
[20] for the case of neutron scattering. Here we

reproduce this derivation, pointing out the differ-

ence and similarities between electron and neutron
scattering experiments. If the first Born approxi-

mation is valid the double differential scattering

cross section can be written as

d2r
dXde

¼ m2

4p2�h5
k1
k0

W ðqÞSðq;xÞ; ð1Þ

in which m is the mass of the scattered particle and

k0 and k1 are the wave vectors of the incoming and
outgoing trajectories, respectively. W(q) is the

square of the Fourier transform of the probe-atom

interaction:

W ðqÞ ¼
Z
eiq�rV ðrÞdr

� �2

; ð2Þ

with �hq ¼ �hk0 � �hk1 the momentum transfer. It is

only W(q) and m that are different for electrons

and neutrons. W(q) is a property of the particle-
atom interaction, the Coulomb interaction for

electrons and the strong interaction for neutrons.

On the other hand S(q, x), the dynamical structure
factor, is solely a target property. The factoriza-

tion of the cross section in a target part (S(q, x))
and an interaction part is a property of the first

Born approximation.

For electron scattering this approach has been

used extensively to study the dynamical structure

factor related to electronic density fluctuations

[21,22]. These experiments are referred to as elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). In practice

a great deal of information was obtained for the

electronic S(q, x) from these electron-energy loss

experiments. For example, for the free electron

metals one determined with great success the plas-

mon energy and its dispersion. However at large

momentum transfer S(q, x) of the electronic sys-
tem is so small that its contribution is swamped
by multiple scattering (quasi-elastic scattering

from the nuclei with momentum transfer close

to q in combination with an electronic excitation

with energy x and q ’ 0). Hence probing of the

electronic S(q, x) for large q values is currently

the domain of inelastic X-ray scattering using syn-

chrotron radiation (see e.g. [23]).

Within most of the EELS literature it is tacitly
assumed that the energy transfer �hx due to inter-

actions of the fast electrons with the nuclei is too

small to be measured, and hence these interactions

are referred to as elastic scattering. Using modern
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electron detection technology, and operating at

high momentum transfer it was shown recently

that, at least for the lighter elements, this assump-

tion is not correct [11], and hence electrons can

also be used to measure the nuclear dynamic
structure factor S(q, x), if Eq. (1) is valid, i.e. the
process can be described by the first order

Born approximation. This question is not as easily

justified for strongly interacting particles such as

electrons as it is for weakly interacting neutrons.

In the high-energy limit the interaction of an elec-

tron with a single atom becomes weak and Eq. (1)

should become a reasonable description of the
experiment. From gas-phase measurements we

know that the differential elastic cross section of

’40 keV electrons from argon is well described

by the first Born approximation but the approxi-

mation breaks down for higher Z species such as

xenon [24,25]. Thus we expect the first Born

approximation (and as a consequence the fac-

torization of Eq. (1)) to provide a reasonable
description for 25 keV electrons scattering quasi-

elastically from light elements, such as carbon,

oxygen and hydrogen.

Neutron scattering experiments have been used

to study S(q, x) of nuclei over the past decades [5].
At large momentum transfer �hq the impulse

approximation applies (i.e. the final state of the

nucleus, with initial momentum p can be approxi-
mated by a plane wave with momentum pþ �hq). In
that case the interpretation of S(q, x) becomes
particularly simple and takes the form

Sðq;xÞ ¼
Z

nðpÞd �hx � ðpþ �hqÞ2

2M
þ ðpÞ2

2M

 !
dp:

ð3Þ

The energy loss of the particle (electron, neutron)

�hx is that expected from scattering of a free parti-
cle ð�hqÞ2=2M plus a term proportional to the Dop-

pler shift due to the momentum component of the

nucleus along the momentum transfer vector �hq:

�hx ¼ ð�hqÞ2

2M
þ p � �hq

M
: ð4Þ

In this limit the energy transfer is just that of a

neutron (or electron) scattering from a (classical)

particle moving with momentum p. The relation
between the energy loss �hx and the atom momen-

tum p can be written as

p � q
q
¼ yM ¼ M

q
�hx � ð�hqÞ2

2M

 !
: ð5Þ

Thus, provided that the mass of the atom is

known, measurement of the energy loss and

momentum transfer determines the component of

p directed along q. The observed intensity J(yM)
is thus proportional to the density of atoms with

a momentum component yM along the q direction.

This type of a distribution is generally referred to

as a Compton profile [5].

An interesting aspect of this process is the

scattering time ssc. As derived by Sears [26] and
Watson [5] ssc does not depend on the details of
the scattering process (e.g. velocity of the incoming
particle or the range of the interaction) but only on

the transferred momentum and the dynamical

structure factor of the target. It can be approxi-

mated by ssc = 1/qv0 with v0 the root-mean mean

velocity of the nucleus before the collision [26].

ssc is of the order of 10
�15–10�16 s for scattering

from H. Especially at large momentum transfer

the collision time is extremely short. The atom
does not move significantly during this short time,

and hence does not �feel� the potential due to the
surrounding atoms. The target atom acts as a free

atom and this is why the impulse approximation

applies. The collision resembles that of a collision

between two free, classical particles.

The (real) dynamical structure factor S(q, x) is
the Fourier transform of the (possibly complex)
pair distribution function in space and time

G(r, t). For classical particles G(r, t) is real, but
as Van Hove pointed out [20] at a small enough

time scale the quantum nature of any system is ex-

pected to reveal itself in a significant imaginary

part of G(r, t). Thus at a certain momentum trans-

fer (presently of unspecified magnitude) the quan-

tum nature of G(r, t) is expected to cause
deviations from the classical picture sketched be-

fore. The anomalous hydrogen cross section at

high momentum transfer could be seen as a finger-

print of the complex nature of G(r, t) of protons
for small t, as predicted by Van Hove about 50

years ago.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the Vesuvio spectrometer. In the top

panel we sketch the layout. A pulsed proton beam generates a

pulsed neutron beam with a wide range of energies. The

neutron beam scatters from the sample, and time of flight

spectra are recorded with and without the Au absorber in place.

The difference of these two spectra (central panel) corresponds

to neutrons with a final kinetic energy of 4909 meV and from

their time-of-flight Dt one can derive the neutron energy before
its interaction with the sample. In the bottom panel we show

that the mean momentum transfer measured in a detector is

different in size and orientation, for neutrons scattered from H

or C.
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3. Experimental procedure

In this paper we use two specialized techniques

that are usually not considered to provide similar

information. Here we want to describe the experi-
mental realization of each technique in some

detail, emphasizing those aspects that are impor-

tant for comparing the results.

3.1. Neutron scattering

Experimental details of neutron Compton scat-

tering were described extensively by Karlsson et al.
[8]. Here we give a brief description of the experi-

ment to keep the paper self-contained. For the im-

pulse approximation to be valid the scattered

neutrons should have an energy of several tens of

eV�s. Moreover, as we will see, the energy of the
neutrons is most conveniently obtained using

time-of-flight techniques. Thus one requires a

pulsed source of epithermal neutrons. Today these
requirements can only be met by a spallation

source. Here a pulsed proton beam hits a target

and the resulting nuclear reactions produce a flux

of very energetic neutrons. After leaving a moder-

ator the neutrons have a whole range of energies

from less than an eV up to several hundreds of

an eV. A method for spectroscopy using neutrons

with energies of several eVs was developed by
Brugger et al. [27]. This method is implemented

at the Vesuvio (formerly eVs) spectrometer at ISIS

where these experiments were done. It uses a com-

bination of time-of-flight and selective absorption

techniques and is depicted schematically in Fig.

1. Time-of-flight neutron spectra are taken with

and without an absorber between the sample and

the detector. In our case an Au absorber was used.
It has a narrow absorption line at 4909 meV. The

difference of the time-of-flight spectra with and

without absorber corresponds thus to neutrons

entering the detector with an energy near

4909 meV. These neutrons have all identical

(known) flight times from the sample to the detec-

tor. Thus the measured time of flight distribution

can be directly related to the velocity of the neu-
trons before the interaction with the sample. Typ-

ical spectra are shown in Fig. 2. At large scattering

angles we see two well-separated peaks. One, at a
short time-of-flight, is related to neutrons scatter-

ing from protons, the other, at a longer time-of-

flight, is from neutrons scattered from the heavier

elements (C and O in the formvar case, C only for

polyethylene). As the path length of the incoming

and outgoing neutrons are known one can convert

the time scale in an energy scale of the incoming
neutron. This is done in the right panel in Fig. 2.

The proton-derived peak is at smaller time-of-

flight values and is much broader than the carbon

and oxygen related peak. The carbon and oxygen

peaks are not separated for detectors at forward

angles.
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Fig. 2. Neutron time of flight spectra obtained from formvar for different detectors, at scattering angles as indicated, and their corresponding

energy transfer spectra. Neutrons scattered from protons cause a peak at smaller time-of-flight values (and hence larger energy transfer

values) than those scattered from heavier elements. The solid line is the fit of the time-of-flight spectra assuming twoGaussians in momentum

space, one corresponding to neutrons scattered from protons and one to neutrons scattered either fromC or O. This fit has been transformed

to an energy-scale and plotted as a function of incoming neutron energy E0 (top axis), as well as the energy transfer (lower axis).
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The neutron-nucleus scattering is due to the

strong interaction which is of extremely short

range. Therefore it can be described by a delta

function. One defines the neutron-nucleus poten-

tial of a nucleus at r = 0 as

V ðrÞ ¼ 2p�h2

mn
bdðrÞ; ð6Þ

with mn the mass of the neutron and b is called the

scattering length [28,29]. The Fourier transform
V(q) of V(r) is simply ð2p�h2=mnÞb. Thus V(q) is iso-
tropic (in the center of mass system) and independ-

ent of the magnitude of q.
If we substitute this definition of the potential

(Eq. (6) into Eq. (1)) and assume that the nucleus
is bound (e.g. one describes diffraction in which
the nucleus is part of a crystal) which means that
jk1j = jk0j, then one obtains the (bound) cross sec-
tion by integration: rbound ¼ 4pjb2j i.e. the cross
section is that of a �hard sphere� with radius b. This
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cross section for neutron scattering (and hence jbj)
from different nuclei is accurately known [28].

From Fig. 2 it is clear that the incoming energy

E0 is significantly different for neutrons scattered

from C and O compared to those scattered from
protons. Even among neutrons scattered from pro-

tons there is a large variation in E0, especially at

large scattering angles. Thus the size of the

momentum transfer �hq (and its direction, see Fig.
1, lower panel) is different for different events con-

tributing to the same time-of flight spectrum. This

means also that the phase space factor in Eq. (1)

k1/k0 varies. It is substantially smaller than 1 for
protons, whereas for carbon and oxygen it is much

closer to 1.

For formvar it is thus not possible to get directly

the ratio of H to (C + O) nuclei using only the cross

section and the peak area. Instead the data are fit-

ted by assuming a Gaussian momentum distribu-

tion for both constituents (H and C + O). Each

Gaussian can be described by two unknowns, its
areaAx (proportional toNxrx, the density of atoms
present in the target times the (bound) cross sec-

tion) and its width (proportional to the vibrational

amplitude). From this Gaussian distribution the

dynamical structure factor is derived according to

Eq. (3), and the experimental data are fitted using

Eq. (1). This procedure is described in some detail

by Mayers et al. [16] and Karlsson et al. [8]. In this
way one can obtain Rexp = AH/(AC + AO), the

experimentally determined ratio of both contribu-

tions. Using conventional theory one would expect

this to be equal to Rconv = NHrH/(NOrO + NCrC).
For polyethylene, a polymer with basic building

block CH2, this simplifies as NO = 0.

The assumption of a Gaussian profile can be jus-

tified for isotropic systems bound by harmonic
forces. However, in the case of formvar, the use

of a single Gaussian for the C + O peak is an

approximation only. The concentration of C rela-

tive to O was fixed at the nominal ratio for these

elements in formvar and the scattering density

NCrC + NOrO is thus known. Now we obtain a fit

of the spectrum using these two Gaussians and

Eq. (1) as described by Mayers et al. [16,30]. Hence
the ratio of the two Gaussians in the fit can be com-

pared with the expected ratio, based on the compo-

sition of formvar. This will be done in Section 5.
Recently Cowley has questioned the validity of

the experimental procedure followed at Vesuvio

[15]. The points raised have been addressed in a re-

cent paper by Mayers and Abdul-Redah [16], a

discussion that will not be repeated here.

3.2. Electron scattering

The electron scattering experiment were per-

formed using the (e, 2e) spectrometer of the Aus-

tralian National University. It was specifically

designed for so-called (e, 2e) experiments, and its

use for that application is described extensively
elsewhere [31]. Here we present some details rele-

vant for the quasi-elastic scattering measurements.

Due to the large mismatch in mass of electrons and

nuclei, only a small energy transfer occurs, and the

Doppler broadening is again less than the mean

energy transfer (see Eq. (4)). In order to do these

experiments one has to analyze the energy of the

scattered electrons (15–30 keV) with a high preci-
sion (0.4 eV). At the same time the opening angle

of the electron analyzer has to be large enough

that the measurement is feasible in a reasonable

time (and with a small electron irradiation dose),

in spite of the small cross section. Thus the design

of the electron optics is crucial for the success of

the electron experiment and hence we describe it

in some detail.
In contrast to the neutron scattering experiment

one uses mono-energetic electrons as an incoming

beam. The electrons are emitted by a barium oxide

cathode at a potential of Vgun = �500 V. The sam-
ple is at a positive high voltage (Vs between

14.5 kV and 29.5 kV) and hence the impinging

electrons have an energy E0 varying from 15 to

30 keV. After acceleration by Vs the incoming
beam is collimated by two apertures (0.4 mm and

0.1 mm, respectively, 200 mm apart). The momen-

tum of the incoming electrons is thus known with a

high precision (jDk0j ’ 0.1 Å�1). The electrons im-

pinge on a thin target whose thickness is less than

the elastic and inelastic mean free path of the elec-

trons. An electrostatic lens system is placed at

44.3�, followed by a hemispherical energy ana-
lyzer. A 0.2 mm wide slit, placed 130 mm away

from the sample selects which of the scattered elec-

trons enter the lens system (see Fig. 3). The slit is



Fig. 3. Outline of the electron scattering experiment. The

detector measures electrons scattered over 44.3� within an

azimuthal range of D/ = 13� (top panel). The electron beam

hits the sample (spot size x1) (bottom panel) and enters the

decelerating optics with an angular spread Dh. The decelerating
optics images the beam spot on the sample at the entrance

aperture of the hemispherical analyzer. The optics is adjusted in

such a way that the width at the entrance of the analyzer x2 and

angular spread a are optimized for energy resolution, as

discussed in the text. The position of the electron at the exit

plane of the analyzer depends on its energy �.
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not straight, but has the shape of a section of a

cone. All electrons transmitted through the slit

have been scattered over the same mean h angle

but can have a range of / values. Thus the elec-

trons entering the lens have all been scattered over

an accurately known angle h (Dh ’ 1.7 mrad). The

lens system has the same shape as the slit and is de-

signed to decelerate the electrons (to the pass en-
ergy Epass of 400 eV of the hemispherical energy

analyzers) and focus these electrons to a (conical)

line at the entrance of the analyzer. For a given

electron energy the hemispherical analyzer projects

an image of the entrance distribution at the exit

plane with unit magnification. Electrons with a lar-

ger energy will produce an image at the exit plane

further out from the center. A detection system
formed by a channel plates/resistive anode combi-

nation is placed at the exit plane of the analyzer.

From the amount of the charge collected at each
of the four corners of the resistive anodes one cal-

culates the position at which the incoming electron

hits the channel plate, which corresponds in an un-

ique way to the energy of this electron (and to the

/ angle of the scattering experiment, but this infor-
mation is not used here). Thus electrons can be

measured simultaneously over an energy window

of 80 eV and a / range of 10�. The large part of
phase space that is measured simultaneously by

the analyzer makes the measurement feasible in a

relatively short time. Good quality spectra are ob-

tained in half an hour, using a 2–5 nA e� current.

The lens system (a set of conical slit lenses) fo-
cuses only in the h direction as the / component

of the field is always zero. Thus the incoming elec-

trons are focussed along a narrow line forming a

section of a cone at the entrance of the hemisphere.

Lens settings are chosen in such a way that the

width x2 of this cone segment is of the order of

0.05 mm, half as wide as the spot of the impinging

electrons at the sample (0.1 mm) (linear magnifica-
tion ’0.5). Following the Helmholtz–Lagrange

law (Dx1Dh
ffiffiffiffiffi
E1

p
¼ Dx2Da

ffiffiffiffiffi
E2

p
with Dx1 the spot

size on the target, Dx2, the width of the image at
the entrance of the hemisphere, Dh the spread in
angles accepted by the lens, a the angular spread
of trajectories entering the hemisphere, and E1
and E2 the energy at the target and in the hemi-

sphere, respectively, see Fig. 3) one expects for this
magnification that the angular spread will increase

by a factor of 2 �
ffiffiffiffiffi
75

p
, after deceleration of the

beam by a factor of 75 (in the case 30 keV, the

highest energy used here). Thus the maximum

angular spread a at the entrance of the hemispher-
ical analyzer is 30 mrad.

The dispersive energy analyzer is an electro-

static hemispherical analyzer with mean radius
R0 of 100 mm. The energy resolution is determined

by the width of the image x2 and the aberration of

the analyzer. Aberrations of this optical system are

proportional to a2. Hence the energy resolution is
given by (see e.g. [32])

DE
Epass

¼ x2
2R0

þ 0:5a2: ð7Þ

Thus at 400 eV pass energy the calculated best pos-

sible analyzer resolution is DEanal = 0.28 eV. The
observed resolution of the electrons scattered from
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heavy elements is DEtot = ’ 0.35 � 0.4 eV. In that

case the Doppler broadening is too small to be re-

solved. The observed resolution is determined by

the analyzer performance and the energy spread

of the electron gun (i.e. the thermal spread of the
electrons emitted by the BaO cathode): DE2tot ¼
DE2anal þ DE2gun. The cathode is operating with

modest total emission (’500 nA) at a relatively

low temperature 800 �C corresponding to a ther-

mal spread of 0.23 eV [33]. Thus the observed per-

formance is as good as one can expect.

The momentum transfer for 25 keV electrons

scattered over 44.3� is 62.2 Å�1 (32.9 a.u.). The en-
ergy transfer to a (stationary) proton (mass Mp) is

ð�hqÞ2=2Mp ¼ 8:0 eV, the energy transfer to carbon
is 12 times less i.e. 0.7 eV, and for oxygen it is

0.5 eV. Thus the energy separation of the protons

induced peak and the main quasi-elastic peak is

7.3 eV for polyethylene and ’7.4 eV formvar. This
separation of more than 7 eV is much larger than

the experimental resolution. A series of spectra is
presented in Fig. 4 for the case of formvar. Indeed
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Fig. 4. Some examples of formvar energy loss distributions

taken at different electron energies. The large peak near zero

energy loss is due to electrons scattered from carbon or oxygen.

The small peak moving to larger energy loss values with

increasing electron energy is due to electrons scattered from

protons.
two peaks are seen with a separation in energy

proportional to the incoming beam energy. The

peak at larger energy loss values is the proton

peak, it is much smaller than the peak associated

with electrons scattering from C and O.
The electrons interact with the nucleus by a

screened Coulomb interaction. For the light ele-

ments present in formvar and polyethylene the

screening of the nucleus by its electrons is insigni-

ficant for electron scattering at such high momen-

tum transfers as is the case in the present

experiment. Thus in good approximation the elec-

tron can be considered to scatter from a Coulomb
potential of a charge Ze. Thus neglecting the

screening one obtains

V ðqÞ ¼
Z

Ze2

r
eiq�r dr ¼ 4pZe2

q2
; ð8Þ

and using Eqs. (1) and (2) one obtains for the dou-

ble differential cross section:

d2r
dXde

¼ m2

4p2�h5
k1
k0

4pZe2

q2

� �2
Sðq;xÞ

¼ 4

a20�h
k1
k0

Z2

q4
Sðq;xÞ; ð9Þ

with a0 ¼ �h2=ðme2Þ the Bohr radius. The scattering
cross section is thus proportional to Z2. Indeed

cross section calculations using the partial wave

method (taking into account the screening of the

nucleus by the electron cloud) reproduce within a

percent the same Z2 dependence of the cross sec-

tion as Eq. (9) [34]. For scattering from a station-

ary particle Eq. (9) reduces to the Rutherford
double differential cross section.

For the long-range Coulomb force the cross

section decreases rapidly with momentum transfer

(proportional to 1/q4), whereas for the short-

range strong interaction, which applies to neutron

scattering, it is independent of momentum

transfer.

As the energy loss of the 15–30 keV electrons is
at most 10 eV, the magnitude of k1 is smaller than

that of k0 by a negligible amount (’0.01 Å�1) and

for electron scattering the evaluation of Eq. (1) be-

comes very straight forward. The peak areas are

just proportional to the cross section times

concentration.
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4. Multiple scattering

Due to the different nature of the electron and

neutron probes,multiple scattering has rather differ-

ent influences on the observed data. In the case of
neutrons the particle can enter a detector at an angle

h by a single scattering event over this angle, or by
two (or more) scattering events over angle h1 and
h2. The total energy loss due to scattering events over
h1 and h2 is generally not equal to that for scattering
over h. Thus these multiple scattering events will
contribute to the spectra at different energies, and

will generally cause a broadbackground in themeas-
ured distributions. One can estimate experimentally

the importance of multiple scattering by changing

the film thickness. Increasing the film thickness will

increase roughly linearly the count rate of the single

scattering contribution, but the double scattering

count rate increase much faster as the probability

of scattering over both h1 and h2 increases [35]. Thus
if a significant fraction of the detected particles orig-
inate frommultiple scattering events the broad mul-

tiple scattering background under the Compton

peak will increase with target thickness. Experimen-

tally one can conclude that, if the shape of the ob-

served distribution does not change after doubling

the target film thickness, multiple scattering is not

important. Indeed the same shape was found for

0.1 mm and 0.2 mm thick formvar films.
For electrons the same processes hold, but in

addition the effects of electronic excitations (re-

ferred to as inelastic scattering in the electron liter-

ature) have to be considered. The latter ones

become important long before multiple deflections

from ion cores have a noticeable effect, and we

restrict our discussion to that case. In inelastic

multiple scattering an electronic excitation occurs,
either before or after the deflection from the nu-

cleus. These excitations can range from a single

particle excitation (interband transition) to the

excitation of a collective mode (plasmon excita-

tion). In either case the associated change in direc-

tion is small (of the order of a degree) and the

value of h required for the quasi-elastic scattering
event to be detected does not change dramatically.
Due to the inelastic scattering these events contrib-

ute to the spectra at larger energy loss values. In

this way the energy position corresponding to elec-
trons scattered quasi-elastically from carbon (or

oxygen) plus an appropriate inelastic excitations

can be the same as for electrons scattered from a

proton. As the cross section for quasi-elastic scat-

tering from carbon and oxygen is much larger than
that for quasi-elastic scattering from protons,

these inelastic multiple scattering events cause a

significant background under the proton-related

peak, even for the thinnest films. Again halving

the film thickness would cause a corresponding de-

crease of the multiple scattering contribution rela-

tive to the single scattering contribution, but in

practise there are limits to how thin one can make
a film. Increasing the beam energy, and decreasing

the scattering angle in such a way that the trans-

ferred momentum is constant is in principle an-

other option, but not feasible with the present

spectrometer. Doubling the beam energy would

roughly half the inelastic multiple scattering con-

tribution and, for a given momentum transfer �hq
(i.e. a smaller scattering angle) the differential cross
section would stay the same (Eq. (9)).

In summary multiple scattering effects in the

neutron experiment refer to multiple deflections

of the neurons, whereas multiple scattering effects

in the electron experiment refer mainly to inelastic

collisions of the probing electron.
5. Comparison of electron and neutron results

For the electron scattering experiments one

needs extremely thin self-supporting polymer films

(’10 nm thick). Moreover the electron energy loss

spectrum should not display strong features at

similar loss values as the electrons scattered from

protons. Many unsaturated polymers have a pro-
nounced peak near 6 eV energy loss due to p–p*

electronic transitions, and are hence less suitable.

Thus we have chosen formvar, well- known in elec-

tron microscopy research to give thin films with a

featureless loss spectrum, and polyethylene, the

most simple saturated polymer.

5.1. Formvar

There are two important quantities accessible

by both techniques: the width of the proton peak
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and the area of the proton peak compared to that

of the C + O peak. Let us first compare the shape

of the proton peak. This is in itself an important

quantity as it reflects the momentum distribution

of the protons. Moreover in the case of electron
scattering the shape of the distribution could be af-

fected by structures present in the background,

that do not resemble the smooth line used for the

subtraction. In that case the shape of the proton

peak for electrons would be different from that

of neutrons.

For both the electron and neutron experiment

the measured width of the C + O peak is much
smaller than that of the proton peak, setting an

upper limit to the contribution of the experimental

resolution to the observed width. The experimental

contribution to the width of the proton peak is

thus negligible.

For neutrons one determines for each time-of-

flight data point, the incoming momentum �hk0
and uses this to determine the momentum transfer
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(carbon + oxygen related) quasi-elastic peak has 1000000 counts. The

Z2 dependence of the cross section and the formvar stoichiometry on

peak area. The observed proton peak area is systematically smaller th
�hq for each time-of-flight data point, as �hk1 is
determined by the absorption energy (4909 meV)

of the analyzer foil (see Fig. 1). Then one can sim-

ply apply Eq. (5) to determine the momentum

component p along the q direction. This direction
will change slightly as a function of k0 but this

causes no complication for isotropic materials.

For electrons one first has to subtract the mul-

tiple scattering background. This is done by fitting

the background by a third order polynomial plus a

Gaussian tail from a peak located at the mean en-

ergy loss position of carbon and oxygen. For the

high-energy data (20 keV, 25 keV, 30 keV) this
was relative straight forward. For the 15 keV

measurement the peak separation becomes small

and the background choice is somewhat arbitrary.

We can get some guidance from the fact that the

general shape of all 4 spectra without the proton

peak should be similar. It is basically an energy

loss spectrum, with a shape that, for thin films, is

independent of the probing energy [22]. Different
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an predicted by the Z2 dependence.
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choices of background can affect the area by

’10%. The results of these fits are shown as a solid
line in Fig. 5.

After background subtraction one can straight-

forwardly transform the electron energy loss scale
to a momentum scale of the proton momentum

component y. As q is identical for all energy losses
this is simply obtained by applying Eq. (5), i.e. by

subtracting the term ð�hqÞ2=2M followed by a mul-

tiplication with constant factor M=ð�hqÞ. The re-
sult, a projection of the proton momentum

density J(y), was published in [12] and is repro-

duced in Fig. 6. In this figure we show the results
of the 4 electron energies together with the fit of

the neutron data for a representative detector.

Clearly the agreement is excellent.

In Fig. 7 the measured width of the proton

momentum distribution is plotted as a function

of the mean momentum transfer. The statistical

error in both methods is comparable and no clear

dependence of the width on the momentum trans-
fer is found. Both electron and neutron measure-

ments appear to show a minimum in width

around 60 Å�1, but we have no physical model

that would produce this kind of behavior. The

width is a signature of the strength of the chemical

bond of the hydrogen atoms with carbon. A strong

bond tends to localize the hydrogen wave function

in real space, and hence lead to a broad distribu-
tion in momentum space.
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Fig. 6. The Compton profiles of protons in formvar as

obtained by electron scattering at different energies, as indi-

cated. A single fit of neutron Compton profiles is shown as well

for comparison. All distributions are scaled to equal height.
Now we compare the relative area of the hydro-

gen peak as obtained by neutron scattering and by

electron scattering. From the composition of form-

var (C8O2H14) we know that the carbon-to-oxygen

ratio is 4:1 and use a weighted cross section for the

analysis. Neither technique resolves the carbon

contribution from the oxygen one, and hence we
have no way of verifying this ratio. Assuming the

nominal formvar stoichiometry one can calculate

the expected hydrogen peak area relative to the

sum of the oxygen and carbon area. The experi-

mentally obtained intensity Rexp as a fraction of

the ratio predicted by conventional theories (Rconv)

was obtained in [12] and is plotted again in Fig. 8.

The measured hydrogen peak area was considera-
bly smaller than expected. This shortfall in hydro-

gen peak area has been attributed to quantum

entanglement at short time scale of the measure-

ment. This surprising fact has been discussed else-

where [12]. Notice that with increasing momentum

transfer, when shorter scattering times apply, the

shortfall of the hydrogen signal increases.

The experimental resolution of the electron
experiment is currently determined for a significant

part by the thermal energy spread of the electrons

emitted by the barium-oxide cathode. It could be

replaced by a monochromator, which could easily

reduce the energy spread below 100 meV. However

even for the C + O peak the Doppler broadening

dominates the observed width (experimentally

found peak width 0.6 eV, whereas for electrons
scattered from heavy nuclei one obtains a width
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of 0.4 eV). Thus for the study of formvar increased

energy resolution would be of limited value.

The energy resolution of the neutron experi-

ment is determined by the width of the absorption

dip of the gold foil. The shape of the absorption is
determined by a combination of a Gaussian (due

mainly to thermal motion of the Au atoms (stand-

ard deviation 33 meV)) and a Lorentzian distribu-

tion (due to the life-time broadening of the Au

nuclear excited state (HWHM 143 meV)). The

absorption shape is determined from spectra ob-

tained from Pb, where Doppler broadening is very

small. The Lorentzian contribution to the line
shape causes long-range tails to the Compton pro-

files. It has been suggested that these long-range

tails are the root of the observed anomalies

[36,37]. Hence it is important to improve the reso-

lution of the neutron experiment. The number of

suitable resonances that can be used as an absor-

ber is limited, and the width of the resonance could

be expected to set strict limits to the resolution one
can obtain with these foils. However a large part of

the Lorentzian tail can be removed by the so-called

double difference method [38,39]. In this method

three time-of-flight spectra are obtained, one with-

out an absorber, one with an absorber of

0.0125 mm thick, and one with an absorber three
times this thickness. Near the resonance energy

the thick foil absorbs so strongly, that the trans-

mitted amount is non-linear to the foil thickness.

In the wings the absorption is much less, and one

is still in the linear regime. Thus by subtracting
three times the thin absorption spectrum from

the thick absorption spectra one expects the con-

tribution of the wings to cancel, whereas near the

resonance there is a remainder of intensity. The

resulting spectra can be fitted with a line shape

with a much smaller Lorentzian contribution (con-

volution of a 82 meV (standard deviation) Gaus-

sian plus a 22 meV (HWHM) Lorentzian
contribution). The resulting spectra are displayed

in Fig. 9. The difference is especially noticeable

for the C + O part of the spectrum. However the

increase in resolution is offset by a decrease in sta-

tistical accuracy. Similar anomalies for hydrogen

are obtained using the single and double difference

method. The fact that consistent areas are ob-

tained is a strong indication that the anomaly is
not an artifact of the way the fitting procedure

deals with the Lorentzian tails.

5.2. Polyethylene

Low density polyethylene foil (Goodfellows

ET311251, 0.15 mm thick) was used directly for

the neutron experiment. For the electron experi-
ment thin samples (’10 nm) were obtained using
a method derived from the procedure described

by Cranfill [40] and the one described by Godov-

sky and Magonov [41]. The polyethylene was

dissolved in xylene at 100 C (0.1% w/w). A micro-

scope slide was partly submerged in the xylene,

and after it was thermally equilibrated it was

slowly (0.5–1 cm/min) pulled out of the hot solu-
tion. After cooling down and drying the micro-

scope slide was slowly submerged in distilled

water (with a 10–20� angle between the microscope
slide and water surface). The polyethylene film

separates from the microscope slide and floats on

the water surface. Subsequently it is picked up

on the micro-screen (Buckbee Mears, 0.25 mm

diameter holes) of the sample holder. Up to a
few hundred holes were covered with a thin film.

Suitable thin parts were selected by observing the

singles count rate in the detector.
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The electron scattering spectra and their fits are

shown in Fig. 10. For the 15 keV incident energy a

peak is seen at 4.4 eV below the main quasi-elastic

peak, moving to higher binding energy with

increasing incident energy. The loss features are

again ’50· weaker than the main quasi-elastic

peak, indicating similar film thickness as the form-

var films. The peak stands out somewhat more
clearly. This is expected as the hydrogen content

in polyethylene is high. Neutron data were taken

using a single, 0.15 mm thick polyethylene film.

Qualitatively very similar spectra as those for

formvar were obtained. The neutron fitting proce-

dure was straightforward, as the heavy element

consisted of only one element (carbon). Using

the same procedure as for the formvar film we ob-
tain a width of the hydrogen distribution, plotted

as a function of momentum transfer in Fig. 11.

Very similar widths were observed in an earlier

neutron Compton study of polyethylene [42]. Also

the width of the hydrogen peak is very similar in

polyethylene and formvar, not surprisingly as the

bond strength of the carbon–hydrogen bond does
not depend strongly on the type of polymer. How-

ever the dip observed for formvar near 60 Å�1 of

transferred momentum is not reproduced for poly-

ethylene, supporting the view that it is only a sta-

tistical fluctuation. Again a good agreement was

found for both electrons and neutrons.

As the electron scattering cross section (Eq. (9))

is proportional to Z2 and the hydrogen concentra-
tion is twice that of carbon we expect the hydrogen

peak area to be 18 times smaller than the carbon

peak area. The measured hydrogen to carbon ratio

is between 1:24 and 1:29 showing again that the

hydrogen intensity is significantly less than ex-

pected (Fig. 12).

The electron measurement could be affected, in

principle, by the very small structures known to
exist in the inelastic energy loss spectra of polyeth-

ylene, in the 7–10 eV range (see [43]), or due to

possible residual xylene that is expected to have a

peak near 7 eV [44]. These features all would con-

tribute by multiple scattering (deflection from the

carbon nucleus plus inelastic event with an energy

loss value in the 7–10 eV range) in the same region
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as where the proton peak appears, and this would

lead generally to a larger areas of the proton peak,

rather than the smaller areas observed. Contribu-

tions of this type, if present in a significant level,

would affect the peak position, width and area dif-

ferently for different incoming energies, as the pro-
ton peak moves with this energy. The facts that

peak width consistent with the neutron measure-

ments are obtained and good agreement is found

for the expected and measured proton peak posi-

tions show that these energy loss features contrib-
ute at most in a very minor way. Also the fact that

consistent results are obtained between formvar

and polyethylene makes it extremely unlikely that

the large anomalies observed are due to structures
in the background.
6. Radiation damage

The probing beam could affect the sample com-

position and this should be cause of the anomalous

hydrogen concentration. For the neutron experi-
ments this effect is known to be completely negligi-

ble. For electrons one should be more careful, as

not just the recoil but also electronic excitations

may cause sample decomposition and associated

hydrogen release. Unfortunately there are very

limited experimental data, as hydrogen is not eas-

ily detected directly. Therefore we studied the
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change in polyethylene sample composition as a

function of total accumulated dose during the

measurement. Instead of accumulating for half

an hour we accumulated for 2 min intervals using

a small beam current of 1.6 nA. In spite of the lim-
ited statistics reasonable fits could be obtained for

the two minute spectra. Peak position and width

(r) were free fitting parameters, but the difference
between the maximum and minimum values found

was only 0.12 eV and 0.17 eV, respectively, indi-

cating that the statistics was good enough to ob-

tain meaningful fits. The results are shown in

Fig. 13. There is a small tendency of the hydro-
gen:carbon ratio to decrease with time, but these

changes are an order of magnitude smaller than

the anomalies observed.
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panel. The Rexp/Rconv ratio decreases slowly with dose. How-

ever this decrease is much too slow to explain the observed

anomaly.
Radiation damage in polyethylene has been

studies by observing the disappearance of diffrac-

tion spots in polyethylene crystals by Grubb and

Groves [45]. They observed (for a beam energy

of 100 keV) the disappearance of the long range
order at doses near 0.01 C/cm2. However the rela-

tion between hydrogen loss and the disappearance

of long-range order is not straight forward. Similar

conclusions apply to formvar [46]. Thus in our

experiment the ratio of the main quasi-elastic peak

to the hydrogen peak is only a mild function of

accumulated electron dose.
7. Conclusion

We compared electron and neutron scattering

measurements of the double differential cross sec-

tion of protons in two polymers. The theoretical

framework described in Section 2 predicts that

both methods should reveal the same information
about the motion and concentration of protons.

Indeed electron and neutron results are consistent.

The same momentum distribution was found and

this distribution is in line with the calculated car-

bon–hydrogen bond strength. For both electron

and neutron experiment the measured hydrogen

concentration deviates strongly (15–40%) from

what is derived from well known cross sections.
Similar values were found for polyethylene and

formvar, in spite of the different sample prepara-

tion procedures of the thin films for the electron

scattering experiment. These results are consistent

with the interpretation that protons can not be

considered as classical particles but are quantum-

entangled with adjacent electrons at the short

time scale of the electron/neutron–proton collision
[19].

The main advantage of the neutron experiment

is that it can measure thick (bulk) samples and

samples with relatively low hydrogen contents.

The electron experiment requires extremely thin

samples with very large hydrogen concentration.

Its data-analysis is somewhat more direct, and

the infra-structure required is more modest. The
electron scattering experiment could be developed

in a form that allows for the measurement of gas-

phase species, and could possibly form the basis
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for a technique that detects hydrogen in an elec-

tron microscope.

Recently it was suggested that the coherence

length of the probing particle is an important

parameter in interpreting these data [47]. The
coherence length lcoh = k2/2Dk of the electron and
neutron probe are completely different. For neu-

trons it is determined by the width in energy of

the absorption used and it corresponds to approx-

imately 2.5 Å. For electrons it is determined by the

thermal spread of the electrons emitted by the gun

and for 25 keV electrons with an energy spread of

0.4 eV the coherence length is of the order of
400 Å. Thus in all cases the mean H–H distance

is smaller than the coherence length of the applied

probe.

The neutron and electron results are obtained

by completely different experimental techniques

and data analysis procedures. Therefore the fact

that both neutrons and electrons measure �anoma-
lous� hydrogen concentration indicates that it is
not due to an experimental artifact, but is a genu-

ine effect of the condensed matter systems under

investigation here.

Very recently it was shown at McMaster Uni-

versity (Canada) that the carbon and proton signal

can be separated as well for elastic scattering of

electrons from methane in the gas phase [48]. Also

researchers at Atomki (Hungary) have shown
recently that the same is true for an electron scat-

tering experiment in which electrons are backscat-

tered from a thick polymer film [49]. Thus electron

scattering experiments are possible under a wider

range of conditions, than those described in this

paper. Detailed analysis of these measurements

should help elucidating the �anomalous� scattering
results.
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